
Proactive AI  
for Security and Forensics

AI-Powered Event Management Solution  
to Predict & Prevent IT Security Threats in Real Time 
Loom Systems’ solution is an AI-powered platform called Sophie. Sophie provides IT Security departments an 
automated and aggregated analysis of security alerts emitted from traditional detection systems such as SIEM, 
IDS, endpoint protection, and DLP. Sophie correlates between all events and alerts in real time by conducting 
cognitive reasoning so that IT Security departments can both reduce alert noise and focus on real threats.

Loom Systems help with the following use cases:

1  Proactive SIEM 
By leveraging advanced machine-learning algorithms, Sophie discovers patterns within the data and learns 
the unique data behavior. Sophie sets dynamic thresholds based on the data signature in real time to detect 
emerging threats at the very beginning any prior directive. 

Sophie ingests all events, alerts, and operational logs, either directly from any security appliance source or by 
connecting to any SIEM tools already in place. 

Apply Predictive Analysis and Machine Learning to Detect Emerging Threats

ENSURE AN INSTANTLY SMOOTH, UNINTERRUPTED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

FULL CONFIDENCE IN YOUR DIGITAL SYSTEM

Sophie is able to ingest both 
proprietary and 3rd party 

logs, automatically parse it, 
and set dynamic thresholds 

based on the data signature 
in real time. Thus, it can 

detect emerging threats and 
alert before they escalate.
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2  Alert Fatigue
Harness Machine Learning to Lower the noise level
Sophie applies cognitive reasoning to detect cross-event and cross-application issues, enabling you to gain full 
visibility of your digital environment by cutting through the noise of correlated alerts.

FULL CONFIDENCE IN YOUR DIGITAL SYSTEM

CUT ALERT  
NOISE BY 

93%

Improve  
MTTR by

45%

4x
More  

Proactive

3  Automated Cyber Forensics
Speed up Remediation  
and Prevent Future Breaches

By constantly analyzing terabytes of structured/
unstructured machine data, Sophie’s AI-based 
technology augments forensics led by human 
intuition with a straightforward scientific process, 
solving manual issue detections faults, that may omit 
important anomalies.

 Automatic Root Cause Analysis

 Sophie recognizes the causality between the 
correlated events and provide the root-cause of 
issues in real-time

 Build-In Insights and Recommendations

 Sophie matches incidents with corrective 
insights and recommended resolutions from the 
ever-growing, human-generated knowledge bank, 
TriKB, and encourages users to add their insights 
to the system to keep tribal knowledge inside the 
organization.

 Cut Forensics Time

 Loom Systems’ customers have been able to 
speed up their forensics by 2400%, shorting 
reaction time from 3 days to 3 hours.

By aggregating & 
correlating these alerts, 
Sophie reduces noise by 
93% to prevent alert fatigue
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Learn more at loomsystems.com
Loom Systems is disrupting the business monitoring 
market for digital systems, using AI and machine- 
learning to predict and prevent problems in real  
time, and is deployed in digital environments  
within companies in various industries.

“Creating a forensic report for our customers 
used to take us days to load and a month to 
produce. With Loom, we’re able to produce a 
better final report in less time than it previously 
took to load the data. And, we’re detecting things 
we didn’t even know to look for in the past.” 

Naveed Islam, Manager 
Cyber Security, Advisory at KPMG Canada
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